MANAGING
STATEMENTS

Turn regular customer
interactions into
extraordinary experiences.
Bills and statements remain an
essential channel for you to engage
with your customers. Unfortunately,
many organizations put minimal effort
into optimizing bills and statements,
considering statements to be an
avenue to drive collections, or simply
a compliance requirement.
However, with 97% of customers who receive
monthly statements spending 2 to 5 minutes
reviewing them each month, statements provide
a critical ongoing opportunity to deepen the
customer relationship and increase revenue.
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Due to the crucial role statements play in an
organization’s cash flow and new revenue
generation, optimizing the statement process
and output is a high priority for financial
experts and customer experience professionals
alike. At Quadient, we view statements as an
artform—regular, rich interactions that build
the foundation of your customer experience.

Invoices, statements, and other
necessary customer documents
and communications aren’t
going away. Today’s customers
are interacting more with
their account data via online
portals and mobile apps.
Creating a unified omnichannel
experience for your customers
is key to providing an elevated
customer experience.
Unfortunately, many companies
hang on to organizational
silos and outdated customer
communications management
(CCM) technologies and
processes that limit their
ability to provide a unified
hybrid experience in the
creation and delivery of
statements. Customers will
continue to be frustrated
unless organizations complete
their digital transformation by
centralizing efforts across the
entire organization to deliver
a great customer experience.

What are statements?
Statements are regularly scheduled,
detailed, and personalized
communications that are delivered
to consumers on a monthly,
quarterly, or annual basis to update
them on the status of their account.
Depending on the industry in
question, these documents include
bank statements, healthcare
information, credit card statements,
insurance policy declarations, utility
bills, and invoices.

Statements generally require
connectivity to many different
core systems to pull together the
information necessary to create a
comprehensive account summary,
including account level data,
transactional data, dates, account
summaries, and transaction
summaries. Statements may also
leverage historical information to
present year-over-year data.

Examples of statements by industry include:
Banking and Financial Services
•
•
•
•
•
•

Mortgage statement
Monthly account statement
Bank statement
Credit card statement
Closed account statement
Retirement savings statement

Healthcare Insurance
•
•
•
•
•
•

Claim statement
Tax receipt
Explanation of benefit
Health insurance statement
Statement of health
Statement of hospital services

Insurance
• Claim statement
• Annual policy statement
• Homeowners insurance
statement

Telecommunications
•
•
•
•

Telephone bill
Mobile wireless bill
Internet service bill
Cable/satellite TV bill

Why is managing statements important?
As a regular touchpoint with
customers, statements are an
essential strategic asset for your
business, and optimizing their
performance offers compelling
business results including ontime payments, higher adoption
of e-billing offerings, and better
customer engagement.
Better statements and statement
processes also provide cost saving
opportunities by allowing you to
reduce time and money spent on
call center operations, dunning
letters, rebilling for error correction,
campaigns to win back lost
customers, and dispute resolution.

Getting content and data right paper, PDF, e-mail and HTML5, and
When it comes to statements, your
customers expect accuracy. It’s
crucial to have a reliable system
for gathering relevant, up-to-date
content and ensuring that the data
presented is correct, particularly
for organizations that deal with
a lot of regulatory changes and
compliance requirements.

Secure and consistent
omnichannel delivery
When designing statements, it is
important to consider how they will
be consumed. Modern CCM solutions
provide the capability to output to

“26% of customers preferred to receive bills
and other important notices via digital (email
or online) communications.”
2019 Consumer Action Survey

present data to third-party solutions
such as Rapid Mobile Application
Development (RMAD) platforms.
Many customers want the ability
to view statements across multiple
devices, as well as on paper. It’s
important to have a solution in place
that delivers statements on the
channel of the customer’s choice.
Research from Forrester found
that customers report the best
experience when they have access
to hybrid communications that
include paper, digital, and mobile.

Minimize mailing time and
costs
With the majority of customers still
requesting paper statements, you
need to coordinate mailings with
more accurate delivery dates, provide
proof of mailing services, share
reports for better customer service,
and minimize your delivery costs.

Why choose Quadient Inspire for managing statements?
Create personalized and
high-value statements

Enable business users and content experts to make
changes faster

Quadient Inspire enables you
to personalize content and
marketing messages included
on statements to optimize
response rates and reduce time
to payment. Make statements
high-value by leveraging
historical data to present yearover-year statistics and provide
tips on cost savings.

In most organizations, various departments have ownership over
different parts of your statements:

When your organization is
ready, share content from
your offline statements
with mobile apps and web
portals to provide rich, online
documents that allow your
customers to analyze their
statements through interactive
graphs, charts, and tables.

•

IT manages connectivity to systems, templates, and data

•

Line-of-business users have ownership over content

•

Customer care is responsible for inbound inquiries

•

Marketing controls the branding and offers

Quadient Inspire is designed to eliminate the barriers presented
by departmental silos and allows your entire organization to work
together in generating more effective customer communications. The
solution helps to separate IT roles from content management and place
responsibility for each content element of a customer communication
with the roles that are best suited to handle those tasks.
Enterprise business users, including line-of-business users and
subject matter experts, are able to make updates and changes to
content that is leveraged enterprise-wide, without involving IT.
Marketing quickly makes changes to branding and promotion offers
featured on monthly statements, legal teams manage terms and
conditions, and customer care updates contact information.
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